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Ordinary Lives 

Ordinary Lives 

Ordinary Lives

of everyone else

I meet.

Never like

Me

never like

Mine.

Routine

hum drum

of dinners

made.

A Mum and Dad

with two white

wains.

Ordinary Lives

of

Me and Mine

Impoverished plates

hidden behind,

a new red bow on

patent shoes.
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A Hop

Skip and 

Jump

Ordinary Lives

of

Me and Mine

Never late

Absent shapes

Screaming voice

Hands

Plug

Ears

No damage done

Ordinary Lives

Of

Me and Mine

I will tickle your 

back,

will you tickle

Mine?

Crash of plates,

voices raised.
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Ordinary lives of

all scheme

wains

Scrubbed knees

red raw,

Mud stained

face,

sooking stones.

Sorry states.

Homework,

housework, 

dont phone

Mum.

Tiny toes

crushed

into hand me down shoes.

Patch them up

they will have to

do.

Ordinary lives

that’s what they

say.

But how ordinary is

this poverty.

A secret Spy

by the age of 10.
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Dreaming of lives

of happy men.

To go back to the

start, and the

white picket fence.

Which one is real?

Are we all just meant

To die this

way?

Or do we go on in

Hope.

Feeding the deluded

idea,

that we can all learn to

Cope.
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Silent Streets  

Silent streets scream

Lonely.

Silent streets not only grab, they

Pull Me.

My heart they clench a fist and with a

swell of tears they

Drown Me.

Silent streets, they've torn me

bare. They've

slit my throat they

Choke Me.

Silent streets

speak volumes from my soul, they

Sing for Me.

Silent streets;

Two avenues.

Despair and Loss, they

Drag Me, too and fro, they

Ravage Me.

Silent streets

we walk in crowds and solo.

Regardless of my disposition, they

cradle and they
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Hold Me.

Silent streets

send my echo back.

A voice I do not recognise.

Silent street, they

teach me things I longed to know.

Console me.
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A Short Essay  

What does it mean to lead an ordinary life, what does it mean to be taught that happiness is found at the end of 
reaching for success; through monetary gain, marriage, children, homeownership, education. The blueprint for 
life. Yet, when these milestones are achieved we are left depleted and empty. Where was my prize, short 
changed, they promised me peace and contentment, they sold me a lie, I believed it. I look around, slack jawed, 
no longer surprised. Familiar faces pounding the same silent streets, day in day out, arriving at the same doors 
ready to exchange time for money, the daily march building to a crescendo, orchestrated by unseen eyes. 6pm 
heavy feet lifted onto sticky to leather sofas, a crisp cold beer to whitewash the day, numbing screens, a last 
attempt to avert eyes from disheveled surroundings, drown out the noise of screaming.

Are we really walking each other home or are we existing as isolated nuclei unable to gel with foreign bodies, 
trapped alone in our fortress until we are allowed to rest?

Explosive acts of violence, punctuating reality, a sharp intake of breath, a reprieve from the mundane. 
Categorised, marginalised, going against the grain, the rebels, the introverts, troublemakers, outsiders, internal 
and external destruction, a cry for help. Judgment. We smash the mirror they hold up to Us and run to seek our 
own secret reprieves. Donning our scopes we search for tears in the mesh of this Brave New World. Locating 
gateways into multicolour, vibrancy, drugs, alcohol, Stop, returned with a thud to the static, the black and grey, 
face crushed onto gritty sick stained pavement.

What does it mean to lead an ordinary life, to raise children cut in our image, an image we hate, to make 
mindless consumers of our own flesh and blood, to sell them the story that was sold to us. Compasses broken, 
needles dart and rest, suggest and flee. Secretly hoping it’s the truth, while denying with poison. Where can we 
point them when pointing inward for the answer only takes them to a much darker place, The Mind is a 
neighbourhood we should never walk through alone. Yet this is not news at all, it is history, a culture predicated 
on this very condition, addiction to more. Conditions which allow the flourishing of the already wealthy, money 
makers fuel their hedonistic treadmill, one proud owner of keen running legs, legs which are reaching 
exhaustion, struggling to tame the machine. Holding sand. Is this now an Ordinary life?
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